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	SQL In A Nutshell, 2nd Edition, 9780596004811 (0596004818), O'Reilly, 2004
This essential desktop reference drills down and documents  every SQL command and how to use it in both commercial  (Oracle, DB2, and Microsoft SQL Server) and open source  implementations (PostgreSQL, and MySQL). It includes the  command syntax (by vendor, if the syntax differs across  implementations), a description, and practical examples. And  it also explains how the leading commercial and open sources  database product implement SQL. This wealth of information  is packed into a succinct, comprehensive, and  extraordinarily easy-to-use format.

SQL in a Nutshell, Second Edition, describes the  latest ANSI standard, SQL2003, version of each SQL command, and then  documents each platform's implementation of that  command. In this book, you will find a concise explanation of the  Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) model, a clear-cut  explanation of foundational RDBMS concepts, and thorough coverage of  SQL syntax and commands.
Most importantly, at least if you're a programmer or  developer, is that SQL in a Nutshell, Second  Edition, provides a concise guide both to the most popular commercial  database packages on the market (Microsoft SQL Server,  IBM's DB2 Universal Database, Sybase Adaptive  Server, and Oracle), and to two of the best-known open source  (http://www.opensource.org) database products  (MySQL and PostgreSQL). SQL in a  Nutshell's attention to open source SQL  platforms is an affirmation of the growing importance of the open  source movement within the computing community.

The database platforms covered in this book include:

	
    IBM DB2 UDB Version 8.0 for Linux, Unix, and Windows

    
	
    MySQL Version 4

    
	
    Oracle Database 10g

    
	
    PostgreSQL Version 7.0

    
	
    Microsoft SQL Server 2000

    
	
    Sybase Adaptive Server Version 12.5
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Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational IssuesIRM Press, 2004
Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational Issues brings together examples of the latest research from a number of international scholars addressing a wide range of issues significant to this important and growing field of study. These issues are relevant to the wider society, as well as to the individual, citizen, educator, student...

		

Wireless Communications Design Handbook, Vol. 2: Terrestrial and Mobile InterferenceAcademic Press, 1998
Most books in wireless communications address technical subjects which are relevant to ground mobile systems. Volume 2: Terrestrial  and Mobile Interference of the Wireless Communications Design Handbook addresses a topic frequently overlooked in ground mobile wireless system design: interference problems at the...

		

Professional Azure SQL Database Administration: Equip yourself with the skills you need to manage and maintain your SQL databases on the Microsoft cloudPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover how you can migrate a traditional on-premise SQL server database to a cloud-based solution with Microsoft Azure. Built with database administrators in mind, this book emulates different scenarios you might come across while working with large, complex SQL database migrations and provides solutions for effectively managing...






	

Deadline Fitness: Tone Up and Slim Down When Every Minute CountsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	When I moved to Los Angeles from the East Coast, I was thrilled to have the opportunity to work in the entertainment industry. As I was studying and building my fitness business, my day job was as an assistant account executive at a Beverly Hills public relations firm. I spent lots of time with up-and-comers as well as with the most...


		

60GHz Technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book addresses 60 GHz technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN from theory to practice, covering key aspects for successful deployment.


	In this book, the authors focus specifically on 60 GHz wireless technology which has emerged as the most promising candidate for multi-gigabit wireless indoor communication systems. 60 GHz...


		

The Ugly Truth about Small Business: 50 (Never-Saw-It-Coming) Things That Can Go Wrong...and What You Can Do about ItSourcebooks, Inc., 2005

	You Are Not Alone

	

	Being an entrepreneur is scary. From late payments to bank crisis, often the future of your business rides on one crucial decision--one you have to make all on your own.

	But it doesn't have to be that way. Others have faced the same problems, and for the first time have gathered to share their...
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